
The Taxis for All Campaign and
United Spinal, together with
the New York State Associa-

tion for Independent Living and the
Center for Disability Rights in
Rochester, and the ILCs in Kingston
and Troy, travelled to Albany several times this spring to make
sure that Uber and other transportation network companies
(TNCs) do not get to expand their operations statewide without
providing service to wheelchair users.

As Edith Prentiss, Chair of the Taxis for all Campaign, stated,
“Uber has spent millions on lobbying and mailings to win favor
with New York legislators in the past year, but our determined
coalition, along with the taxi workers, as well as trial lawyers,
made the case against Uber and Lyft.” We also had support
from many NYC yellow and green cab owners and drivers.

Inaccessible Uber vehicles, numbering over 30,000, threaten
the viability of the accessible yellow and green cabs currently
operating and required to be 50 percent accessible (yellow) and
20 percent accessible (green) by 2020.

Last December, Mayor DeBlasio released a report stating that
Uber, with its 30,000 vehicles operating on city streets, has not
increased traffic congestion. The reason given was that a like
number of vehicles come off the road – i.e., taxis coming off the
road are replaced by TNC vehicles.

Upstate mayors and Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD)
wrote their legislators in Albany requesting that they autho-
rize Uber to operate in their communities. The mayors said it
would bring jobs.

MADD said it would make their children safer. The mayors
do not acknowledge that full-time taxi driving jobs would be
lost to TNCs, replaced by part-time employment for TNC driv-
ers. MADD did not acknowledge that the TNCs do not meet
industry standards for background checks – in fact, the LA and
San Francisco district attorneys sued Uber in civil court for
misleading the public about background checks.

If the TNC insurance bill sponsored by Assemblymember
Kevin Cahill (D-Kingston) and Sen. James Seward (R-Buffalo)
passed, TNC drivers and TNC passengers would have an insur-
ance product that is new to our state. Vehicles would be cov-
ered by a common carrier policy when acting as a TNC vehicle,
or by their private auto liability policy when they were not work-
ing. The Assembly bill requires more liability coverage than
the Senate bill and their differences had not been resolved at
the close of the 2016 legislative session.

Densely populated Nassau and Westchester would experience
a huge growth of TNC vehicles; however, it’s likely that most of
them would have ended up in midtown Manhattan on a daily
basis as that is where the business is. NYC’s Taxi and Limou-
sine Commission (TLC) would not even know because they would
look like private cars and be dispatched by the TNCs to pick up
Manhattan riders.

There is no question that Uber, Lyft and the TNCs will be
back in Albany next session. The TNCs are expanding exponen-
tially in NYC. They have added no accessible service to that which
is already available via yellow and green cabs. Uber actually has
a WAV tab on their app which will summon a wheelchair acces-
sible vehicle if available.

Who does Uber summon? The very yellow and green accessible
cars they are attempting to replace.

The company even seeks to provide paratransit for transit op-
erators required by ADA to provide paratransit to those who can-
not use accessible mass transit for their trip. Uber will probably
save transit operators precious paratransit dollars because it can
provide its service cheaper than current vendors. But at what cost?
Government should refuse paratransit contracts to TNCs that
refuse to provide accessible for hire/taxi service.
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